Key Content/Modeling

1. Email Ms. McKenzie – weekly check ins
2. Practice language, reading, listening and conventions on Imagine Learning site – 20 minutes per day this week!
3. Continue quarantine experience on Sway site – share with me

You Try

1. Email me
2. Journal on Sway site or Powerpoint – share with me – start if you haven’t already. I’ve only seen one.
3. Imagine Learning every day for skill practice – shout out to Mayquelin who was the only one on last week

Show me what you know (Proof of learning)

1. Email 2. Imagine Learning 100 minutes

Self-Assessment
Did you spend the time in Imagine Learning this week?

Extra Learning Opportunities
Watch a science video on YouTube, read about a historical event and write a paragraph in correct conventions. Email to Ms. McKenzie.

Priority Standard(s):
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.L.7.3
Use knowledge of language and its conventions when writing, speaking, reading, or listening.

What am I learning?
Practicing skills
Conventions
Listening
Language

How do I know I learned?
Check your status on Imagine Learning
Send Ms. McKenzie an email
Writing in Sway site